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Enabling Secure Mission Outcomes 
with Palo Alto 

ABOUT OUR PALO ALTO PARTNERSHIP

Our partnership with Palo Alto is rooted in holding many 
technical and sales certifications allowing us to specialize 
in providing best-fit solutions to our federal customers. 
Knowing that reactive security doesn’t protect against 
today’s threats — or prepare you for tomorrows’, Presidio 
Federal and Palo Alto have changed the game by making 
network security intelligent and proactive. 

ABOUT PRESIDIO FEDERAL

Presidio Government Solutions LLC, publicly branded as 
Presidio Federal, is an IT services and solutions provider 
focused on mission outcomes. Our comprehensive 
solutions for federal government agencies consider their 
mission and support their mandated need to modernize. 
While securely collaborating with our technology 
partners we ensure that agencies can harness technology 
advances, simplify IT complexity, and optimize their 
environments. We do this while also enabling future 
applications, effective user experiences, new revenue 
opportunities, continuous improvements, and ongoing 
support. 
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INTRODUCING OUR JOINT SOLUTION:  
CORTEX XDR

To prevent cyberattacks and safeguard sensitive data, 
Presidio Federal and Palo Alto provide end-to-end 
security that’s designed to give your agency more 
centralized visibility. Cortex XDR is an extended detection 
and response platform that spans key security data 
sources to stop modern attacks. With endpoint protection, 
AI-driven threat detection, and a powerful console for 
investigations, Cortex XDR helps agencies reduce cyber 
risk while making effective use of their cyber workforce. 
Cortex XDR is part of Palo Alto Networks Government 
Cloud Services, which has achieved a FedRAMP Moderate 
Authorization. 

Featured benefits include:

Block known and unknown attacks with 
endpoint protection
Block malware, exploits, and fileless attacks 
with integrated AI-driven antivirus and  
threat intelligence.

Gain visibility across all your data
Collect and correlate data from any source  
to detect, triage, investigate, hunt, and  
respond to threats.

Automatically detect sophisticated attacks 
24/7
Use out-of-the-box analytics and custom rules 
to detect advanced persistent threats and other 
covert attacks.

Avoid alert fatigue
Simplify investigations with automated root 
cause analysis and a unified incident engine, 
reducing the number of alerts your team needs 
to review and lowering the skill required for 
triage.

Increase SOC productivity
Consolidate endpoint security policy 
management and monitoring, investigation, 
and response across your network, endpoint, 
and cloud environments in one console, 
increasing  
SOC efficiency.

Are you looking to ensure your agency can identify hidden 
attacks that would otherwise go undetected? With Cortex 
XDR, our threat hunters combine years of knowledge and 
experience with big data analytics and comprehensive 
threat intelligence to surface malicious tactics, techniques, 
and procedures hiding.

To learn more about our partnership with Palo Alto and how we work together to  
provide our customers with advanced cybersecurity solutions, please visit 

presidiofederal.com/partners/paloalto/. 

http://presidiofederal.com/partners/paloalto/

